
Cuts of Turkey
A handy guide

breast �llet

drumstick

bone-in thigh

boneless thigh

bone-in breast

stir-fry meat

tenderloin

wing

rolled turkey roast

ground turkey

Half of the turkey breast has been filleted off of the bone to create one piece 
of boneless white meat. This piece is often cut into smaller portions for easier, 
more even cooking and is one of the most versatile cuts of the turkey.

Perfect for roasting, this all white meat cut provides a more manageable 
alternative to a whole turkey for Thanksgiving and other holiday meals.

A cut for those who like to have fun with their food, this piece of dark meat is 
great for slow grilling on the barbecue.

An economical cut of dark meat that is easily prepared on the grill, in the oven, 
or on the stove. Because the thigh tends to have a richer flavor than the breast, 

it readily maintains its natural flavor when cooked with herbs and spices.

The rich flavor of dark meat combined with the convenience of a boneless cut 
makes this choice an excellent option for the home cook.

Lean, quick-cooking slices of meat make stir-fry a 
great option for the health-conscious.

This cut is naturally attached to the inside of the turkey breast, and is the 
highest quality cut of meat on the turkey. When a turkey is processed, the 
tenderloin is removed from the rest of the breast meat to yield one large, 
boneless, skinless cut of turkey meat. Tenderloins can be prepared whole 
or sliced into medallions for faster cooking.

A small but hearty cut of meat that cooks quickly compared to most other 
bone-in options, the turkey wing offers tailgaters another hand-held 
cut to add to their barbeques.

If you’re looking for the convenience of boneless meat but can’t decide between 
light and dark meat, then this cut is for you. Comprised of one breast cutlet and 

one boneless thigh, this roast cooks easily and has very little waste.

While ground turkey can be a wonderful, lean substitute for other ground 
meats, this cut can also hold its own as a burger or meat loaf. Just like other 

ground meats, turkey can be purchased with varying levels of percent fat 
content to fit the goals of your favorite recipe.
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